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Fly Cutter Usage: Mastering the Fly 

Tool in Milling Operations 

The fly cutter, characterized by its singular cutting point, is principally employed to render 

smooth surface finishes. The effectiveness of fly cutting rests on several factors, including the 

constitution of the tool, the variety of fly cutter designs, and the attributes of the workpiece 

material. It's imperative for manufacturers to possess comprehensive knowledge about this 

milling tool. 
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The distinct yet broadly applicable fly cutter is the focal point of this piece, which delves into its 

categories, functional dynamics, and industrial applications. 

What Constitutes a Fly Cutter? 

Defined by its lateral, wheel-like motion during milling operations, a fly cutter earns its name 

from this characteristic movement and is a staple in both manual and CNC milling apparatuses, 

with a particularly strong presence in CNC environments. 

Anatomy of a Fly Cutter 

With simplicity at its core, the fly cutter is a single-point cutting tool comprising several critical 

components that ensure its effective performance in milling. Essential elements of the fly cutter 

include: 

1. Body/Arbor 

The body, or arbor, is the cylindrical backbone of the fly cutter, offering stability and support to 

the tool's architecture. Its solid construction guarantees an even, balanced milling experience, 

yielding uniformly high-quality surfaces. 

2. Shank 

The shank serves as the connective segment to the milling machine's spindle, facilitating smooth 

rotational action during the cutting process. Available in various configurations, such as R8 or 

Morse Taper, the shank's compatibility with the spindle is crucial. 

3. Fly Cutter Bit 
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The cutting bit, or tool bit, is the fly cutter's primary operative component, brandishing a single 

cutting edge and thus, its single-point designation. Protruding slightly, the bit is fashioned with 

specific geometrical attributes, including rake and relief angles to optimize performance factors 

such as heat management and chip removal. The tool bits are often composed of carbide or high-

speed steel to withstand the milling of diverse materials. 

4. Set Screw 

Though diminutive, the set screw plays a pivotal role in maintaining the stability of the cutting 

bit, thus ensuring consistency in the milling process and mitigating potential damage. 

Fly Cutter Specifications to Consider 

Understanding the specifications of fly cutters is critical for selecting the appropriate tool and 

achieving a consistent, quality finish. Two key specifications to note are: 

 Size Specification 

The size of a fly cutter influences the breadth of the workpiece it can accommodate and the 

nature of the finish it can achieve. Larger fly cutters are equipped to handle expansive surfaces, 

whereas smaller variants excel in precision and detail. 

 RPM Specification 

The revolutions per minute (RPM) of a fly cutter are directly proportional to the finish quality, 

with higher RPMs yielding smoother results. However, this can also lead to heat accumulation, 

potentially affecting the tool's temperature during operation. Conversely, lower RPMs favor heat 

dispersion at the cost of surface smoothness. 
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These attributes are paramount in the realm of CNC machining, where precision is non-

negotiable and the correct tool selection is synonymous with superior product finishes. 

Diverse Fly Cutter Types 

Fly cutters are crafted to suit various milling tasks, with design and specifications tailored to the 

operation at hand. The assortment includes: 

1. Standard Single-Point Fly Cutter 

A straightforward tool featuring a single tool bit, this fly cutter is optimal for general milling 

tasks like squaring and surface leveling, offering a flat, smooth finish. 

2. Adjustable Fly Cutters 

This variant allows for customization of the tool bit's angle and position, rendering it adaptable 

for projects with varying surface geometries and finishing requirements. 

3. Multi-Point Fly Cutters 

Equipped with several cutting bits along a single head, multi-point fly cutters excel in material 

removal efficiency, cutting down on milling time, and proving invaluable in mass production 

settings. 

4. Indexable Fly Cutters 

Featuring replaceable cutting tips, these cutters are designed for longevity and minimal 

downtime, catering to tough materials and demanding high-grade finishes. 

5. Point Cutters 
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Distinguished by their pointed tip, point cutters specialize in accessing and milling intricate 

areas, providing precise and clean cuts where needed. 

Operating a Fly Cutter on a Milling Machine 

Here’s a streamlined approach to using a fly cutter: 

 Necessary Tools and Materials 

 Before commencement, ensure the availability of: 

 A milling machine compatible with a fly cutter. 

 An edge finder. 

 The fly cutter itself. 

 The workpiece to be milled. 

 Fixtures or other workholding devices. 

 Additional tools like measuring instruments and cutting fluid may be required. 

Step 1: Secure the Workpiece 

Stabilize the workpiece on the milling table using appropriate workholding devices to prevent 

movement during milling. 

Step 2: Edge Finding (Optional) 

An edge finder can aid in precisely locating the workpiece's boundary for enhanced accuracy. 

Step 3: Installing the Fly Cutter 

Substitute the edge finder with the fly cutter, ensuring a secure attachment to the milling 

machine. 
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Step 4: Height Adjustment 

Set the fly cutter's height just above the workpiece's surface to avoid direct contact. 

Step 5: Machine Setup 

Configure the spindle speed and feed rate to align with the tool and workpiece specifications. 

Step 6: Commencing Milling 

Begin the milling process, progressively deepening the cut as needed to achieve the desired 

surface finish. 

Factors Influencing Fly Cutter Finishes 

Consider several elements that can affect the surface finish: 

 Point Radius: The curvature of the fly cutter bit's point impacts the finish; a smaller 

radius at a slower feed rate can yield finer results. 

 Material of Cutting Tools: The choice of fly cutter material should complement the 

workpiece material for optimal finishing. 

 Milling Machine's Capacity: The machine's capability should align with the chosen fly 

cutter, with single-tooth variants better suited to smaller machines and multi-tooth 

options for larger operations. 

Fly Cutters versus Face Mills: A Comparative Guide 

Selecting between a fly cutter and a face mill hinges on the specific task: 

 Cutting Position: Fly cutters are ideal for single-pass, large-surface milling, while face 

mills cater to textured surfaces. 
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 Machining Task: Fly cutters are preferable for fine finishes, whereas face mills excel in 

rapid stock removal. 

 Number of Inserts and Removal Rate: A fly cutter offers superior finishing at lower 

speeds; face mills, with more inserts, provide faster removal but at a potential cost to 

finish quality. 

 Cost Considerations: Face mills generally command a higher price due to their larger 

size and higher operational capacity. 

Fly Cutter Applications in Machining 

Fly cutters are primarily utilized for: 

Surface Finishing: Achieving smooth, consistent finishes with minimal tool marks. 

Broad Workpiece: Their adjustability makes them suitable for large-area milling without 

sacrificing finish uniformity. 

Engraving: While not the most common use, with the right setup, fly cutters can perform 

shallow engravings. 

Conclusion 

Understanding the intricacies of fly cutters is pivotal for successful milling, with their application 

primarily centered on achieving flat, refined surfaces. The tool's design, specifications, and 

proper use are essential components of this knowledge. 
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Want to know more about CNC milling and Tools? 

1. From Straight to Full Radius: Different Types of CNC 

Grooving Tools Explained 

2. Understanding Best Cutting Tools for CNC Machining 
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